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Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot

Introduction
In 2015, South Dakota Innovation Lab (SDIL) was awarded a Bush South Dakota Community
Foundation grant for the purpose of piloting a Hybrid teaching system that incorporates
technology and prototypes a model for integrating content and problem-based instructional
strategies alongside hybrid delivery for pre-service teachers.
The proposal comes from a five year quest to address several
critical issues facing education in rural America.
In 2009, South Dakota answered the Race to the Top (RTTT)
challenge from the US Department of Education’s Director
Arnie Duncan and President Barack Obama by designing a
number of solutions that addressed
•

underserved student populations in rural and reservation
instances,

•

geographical challenges to 21st century education in rural
America,

•

There is too little
focus on “process” in
the debate today.
Improving system
performance
ultimately comes down
to improving the
experience of students
Mourshed et al 2010

need to strengthen the pipeline for STEM workforce
development, and

•

critical situation regarding the lack of teachers in rural schools.

The proposed solutions were delineated in a proposal for RTTT funding. Although not funded,
the South Dakota proposal provided a roadmap for a addressing the problems. As a result, a
number of partners, including Sanford Health, Mid Central Educational Cooperative, and the
PAST Foundation formed a partnership, SDIL to respond to the issues and develop actionable
pathway solutions. In 2011, SDIL tackled changing the
conversation around instructional strategies and began
working with four school districts, Armour, Platte-Geddes,
South Central, and Wessington Springs, providing professional
development around transdisciplinary problem-based learning
(TPBL), a foundational component of STEM education.
Sanford Promise, provided expertise and science equipment
for participating teachers. PAST Foundation, a national leader
in STEM, provided professional development. All partners
worked with the South Dakota Department of Education
(SDDOE) to insure that proposed training and strategies

There are plenty of
success stories in
America’s schools, but
successful efforts that
emerge in one locale
are too rarely
replicated elsewhere.

Jan Rivkin 2014

dovetailed with SDDOE goals and established programs.
Within two years of initiating the TPBL professional
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development, SDIL had reached out to 68 schools across the state.
At the same time that SDIL was changing the conversation
around instructional strategies, the group also tackled using
transdisciplinary problem-based learning to address relevant
issues in communities and workforce as a way of strengthening
the pipeline for STEM workforce development. SDIL, as a
cooperative effort, built professional development by linking
cultural and instructional strategies to help teachers address
real problems that resonated with community and workforce.
Teachers across South Dakota began to build experiential
learning projects that pivoted on real issues and students

…in South Dakota
right now is a perfect
storm scenario. We’re
not attracting enough
new teachers and we
are losing veterans in
key areas.

Education News 2014

began creating tangible products to demonstrate learning.
After tackling instructional and cultural strategies in schools
across South Dakota, SDIL began to prototype models for
addressing the last two big problems facing rural education — geographical distance and the
critical number of teaching vacancies in rural schools. SDIL and its participating schools
developed the teaching model called “Hybrid,” which combined multiple teachers in the same
class employing TPBL instructional strategies, relevant
community/workforce problems as cultural strategies, and
hybrid teaching teams to deliver innovative learning. The first
two schools to create hybrid teaching teams were Armour and
Bonesteel (South Central). Armour combined Biology and
English in a single class. Bonesteel combined an English
teacher, a Math teacher, and a Science Paraprofessional to
teach Science with the Science teacher from Armour as the
‘Teacher of Record’. Both programs were highly successful as
both teachers and students transitioned to the new strategies

Teachers represent the
largest workforce in
the United States but
over 45% leave the
profession after only 5
years.

US Bureau of Labor Statistics
2014

and delivery.
Armour continued to beta test Hybrid expanding to two
schools in the third year and three schools in the fourth. Through lessons learned the SDIL
team began to see how employing differing technologies and expanding through pre-service
development the Hybrid program could reach greater distances and more schools.
In 2012, PAST Foundation on behalf of SDIL partnered with the Clinton Global Initiative (CGI)
to set about changing strategies and delivery in rural schools creating a model that others
Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot
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could emulate. By 2015, former president, Bill Clinton, at
the annual CGI America, recognized the work being done in
South Dakota schools as a model to follow. The same year
President Obama in the White House Summit on
Redesigning High School cited the Hybrid program in South
Dakota, as a game changer for rural STEM education. Over
the short time span of five years SDIL and its programs have
tirelessly continued the four critical challenges set forth in
2009.
In 2015, SDIL through its partners the PAST Foundation and
South Dakota State University, decided to leverage the
lessons learned from the first five years and once again
modify Hybrid to reach the final critical challenge — to cost
effectively and efficiently deliver rigorous and relevant
STEM learning across broad geographical distances while
creating a model that can be used in post secondary
programs to train new teachers. These ambitious goals also
are intended to strengthen the educational workforce
pipeline in South Dakota. At this juncture SDIL and its

In 2012 the PAST
Foundation and its partners
committed to improve
STEM education in rural
and Native American
reservation schools in South
Dakota by equipping 450

partners turned to the Bush South Dakota Community
Foundation for support.
From the $10,000 award, SDIL was able to plan and implement a model hybrid course for the
9th grade, as well as purchase a DoubleBot™ to facilitate the hybrid delivery and create

marketing materials for hybrid to explain how it works.
The 2015/2016 hybrid course reached out to Armour and Mt. Vernon High Schools from the
Burke High School 9th grade’s Physical Science Course. The course placed one teacher
physically in the class and brought in two other teachers, virtually. South Dakota veteran hybrid
teachers, Jeff Schneider (Science) and Mary Schneider (ELA/Social Studies) along with PAST
mathematics teacher, Heather Kellert made up the Hybrid teaching team. Together they
provided the 9th grade with a fully integrated course using TPBL instructional strategies to
deliver all content simultaneously. Using Doublebot™, Zoom™, and Swivl™ technologies
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all three teachers joined the students and worked with them as a group and individually
one-on-one. Other open source freeware, such as Edmodo™, Google™, and private
YouTube™ enabled the Hybrid teaching team to post assignments, collaborate, and
communicate with students and parents on a regular and efficient basis, regardless of
their physical location. The transparency in learning was unprecedented.
The following sections provide details of the 2015/2016
Hybrid program as supported by the Bush SD Community

Figure 1: Double Robot

Foundation, the logical connectivity of Hybrid and its
intended outcomes, as well as recommendations and
aspirations for the future. The lessons learned and the
established Hybrid systems approach to delivery are now
ready to serve as full instructional and cultural model for
South Dakota State University’s pre-service training. The
Hybrid model and recommendations presented in this
report provide actionable pathways
• to better prepare new teachers,
• to establish a clear systems approach for taking theory

Figure 2: Swivl

to practice,
• to take full advantage of technologies and open
source software for better training and better
delivery, and
• to be the driving change agent in STEM learning in
South Dakota.
Figure3: Using zoom to bring in
multiple teachers.
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The Efficiencies of Hybrid
HYBRID
TEACHING
MODEL

Community Enhancement

Pre/Post Assessment
Presentation of Learning

Business & Industry Involvement

Progress Tracking

Cultural Strategy

Collaboration

Achievement

Engagement

Internet

Technology

Hands-On Learning
Workforce Development

Hardware
Software

Delivery Strategy
Instructional Strategy

Citizenship

Problem-Based Learning

Skills

TPBL

Projects & Challenges

Teachers
Administrators

Design Cycle

Standards

Preparedness

Students

Efﬁcacy
Better Teaching
Clearer Planning
Increased Retention

Relevance

Framework
State Standards
21st Century Skills

Engaged Learners
Real World Problems
Cultural Value

Figure 4: The Hybrid Teaching Model Holistic Approach and Outcomes

Hybrid Course Configuration
The concept of team teaching is not new nor is the use of technology in the classroom,
but the South Dakota Hybrid takes known practices and combines them in an
innovative way employing instructional strategies and delivery that is innovative and
responsive to the needs of rural education.
Those components that make the South Dakota model innovative are the combination
of transdisciplinary problem-based learning (TPBL) with multiple teachers
simultaneously delivering content by wrapping all learning around problems and issues
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that resonate with local communities. The hybrid team can reach across distances by
incorporating technology that is both cost effective and easy to use. The model is
further enhanced by providing pre-service teachers and para-professionals with
opportunities, ongoing professional development, and mentoring that due to distance
was not previously available.
In 2015/2016 school year through the Bush grant the hybrid program expanded to
reach across three schools (Burke, Armour, and Mt. Vernon) with teachers from three
different locations bringing expertise in science, math, social studies and English into a
single class.
The class period is 90 minutes, scheduled for every other day. This particular Core
Content Hybrid classroom was a
completely integrated classroom with
special education students as well as
advanced study students. Two teachers
are in the classroom with one teacher
digitally present. Another similar hybrid
classroom has one teacher in the
classroom and two digitally present. The
digital presence is accomplished through
a suite of digital tools. The virtual
teachers arrive via the use of ZoomTM, a
web based video conferencing tool that
allows for teachers to share screens and
communicate with the class or individual
Figure 5: Student discussing problem with teacher
students. The class is also video recorded via Doublebot.
using SwivlTM with each day’s recording
uploaded to a private YouTube channel
for students, staff, parents, and the general public to
observe the class and/ or use as reference. Students
and educators also utilize other devices for
communication and classroom delivery.
After an initial introduction of the problem, teachers
added content specific direction for the students to
utilize in solving the problem. Students worked with
the teachers directly or individually to create a rubric
and product criteria sheet in order to best design a
solution and products to demonstrate completion of
the project and an ultimate solution to the problem
Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot

Figure 6: Principles of Design used
in problem-solving.
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initially posed.
Students worked independently or collaboratively in order to investigate and design a
solution to the given problem. Each teacher then worked individually with the students
creating an individualized approach to
the classroom. Teachers presented
digitally and could be moved around
the room either on a laptop or through
the use of a Double RobotTM. The
initial goal was that any addressed
Transdisciplinary problem can be solved
and presented in a two-week rotation.
Students utilized the design cycle in
their approach to solving any problem.
Students received the problem, created
a rubric and produced a criteria list in
Figure 7: Students working on a project
the brainstorm, and then in groups, or
simultaneously with students in other schools
individually, designed and built the
solution. Students were then expected
to evaluate the solution to the problem,
modify and eventually share the solution to an authentic audience.
The two week rotation schedule is flexible in order to accommodate school schedules,
but with class time being utilized as work time, the amount of homework or outside of
the class needs-to-be-met are limited.
The two week rotation creates a
sustainable length of time for students
to remain at a high level of interest and
yet accomplish the goal set forth to
master the standards.
Access to the class is done in-person,
through ZOOMTM or on the double
robot in a 90-minute block schedule
format. Students access class materials
using Edmodo or Google Drive in a 1:1
classroom. Teachers utilize time before
class and immediately following class to
confirm and debrief the current day’s
plan. Most of the curriculum planning
Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot

Figure 8: Student presenting project product for all
the students across the the 3 schools.
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was done during the summer using a back map and two week planners. Instructors also
utilize ZOOM during planning time to modify or create lessons. Instructors also keep in
contact via email and text messaging.
Workload
The pilot hybrid team spent a week together in early spring 2015 and laid out a
general plan with problems for 16 modules, which would cover 32 weeks of school
across all four quarters (Appendix A). Regular planning meeting with the three hybrid
teachers enabled them to refine each two week module as well as reflect on progress
and project modifications to delivery. While the initial planning took place in person,
the subsequent planning meetings were virtual.

Figure 9: Backmapped concepts for the first quarter

Unlike traditional instructional strategies where minimal planning is done in advance
and correction of worksheets mounts throughout the quarter and year, the majority of
Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot
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TPBL planning is front loaded prior to the course starting. Continual refinement
throughout the year in response to pre/post assessments requires consideration but
not a great deal of extra work. The combination of pre/post assessments and project
products with state scheduled standardized testing provides more than adequate
evidence of progress and achievement.

Figure 10: Detailed 2 week planners and Snapshot forms provide details for project management and
assessment.

Thus, there is no more to the workload of the hybrid teacher, the flow of the workload
is different. Evidence over a number of years reveals that the workload better fits the
energy level of teachers as they enter a new year.

Costs
Hybrid teaching provides a significant cost savings to any school district. It alters the
configuration and type of teacher in the classroom. In schools that have adequate
Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot
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numbers of teachers for their student population,
hybrid teams add efficiencies and and effectiveness
to the delivery of content. In schools that do not
have adequate coverage among their teachers, the
hybrid model enables those schools to hire a preservice teacher or para-professional to physically
manage the classroom and work in collaboration
with hybrid teams delivering the content. This is
cost effective and allows schools to provide
rigorous education regardless of their geographical
location or available resources.
For schools delivering the hybrid content, the
model can provides a source of income that offsets
teacher salaries (Figure 11). In some schools, the
cost of substitutes is radically reduced when the
hybrid model is employed, as there is always a
teacher in the classroom. Thus, the cost savings for
reduced substitute teachers can be used elsewhere,
such off-setting the cost of planning.
However, regular and ongoing planning is a greater
cost of time than money and requires schools to rethink scheduling and teacher time allotment. The
highest level of success in planning for the hybrid
course is a combination of initial multi-day PD for
laying down the backbone plan of the following
year, followed by weekly virtual meetings
throughout the school year, and quarterly PDs

Figure 11: South Dakota cost for
Hybrid program per student.

during the school year that can be coordinated
physically or virtually to solidify the upcoming 4 modules per quarter.
Marketing

Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot
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Marketing for Hybrid began almost immediately upon receipt of the grant and
continued to be refined. In planning for marketing three important factors were
defined as posing constraints to marketing.
1. How to visually show a Hybrid schedule to administrators,
2. How to present cost effectiveness of the hybrid model, and
3. How connect real people to the model so that administrators, teachers, and parents
would not immediately jump to the conclusion that robots were supplanting
teachers.

DELIVERY OPTIONS

TEACHER STRATEGY

OFFICE HOURS

SDIL TEACHER CORPS TEACHERS

M

T

W

R

F

SCIENCE

HUMANITIES

MATH

Instructional Time
8:30 - 10:30
Master/
Facilitator
Meeting

Student Ofﬁce Hours Online
10:30 - 11:30

THE BLENDED CONTENT AREAS

HYBRID TEACHER COSTS
SINGLE MODULE COST
$650
per content
area
per year

$65

$650

$19
5

Student Ofﬁce Hours Online
2:30 - 3:30
YEAR ONE

YEAR TWO

Mentored
Pre-Service
Student

Mentored
New-Service
Teacher

Student-Teacher

New Teacher

$650

Cost

Instructional Time
12:30 - 2:30
Master/
Facilitator
Meeting

0

MULTI MODULE COST

0

$650
BUNDLED MODULE COST

MENTOR TEACHER
PRE-SERVICE TEACHER

$650

$50

$650
$650

FACILITATED HYBRID TEACHING

$20

PRE & NEW-SERVICE TEACHERS

00

ALL MODULES INCLUDE
Mentor
Teachers

Webcasts

ASYNCHRONOUS
WEB-BASED TEACHING

Online
Resources
Engaged Students

AVAILABLE ON-CALL, ANYWHERE

STUDENTS IN MULTIPLE SCHOOLS

Figure 12: Hybrid marketing handout.

Impact
Evidence of impact was collected throughout each

Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot

It was hard at first because
I thought I wasn’t getting
the help I needed, then I !11
learned to problem solve on
my own.

and every project by regularly assessing the students through pre/post quizzes, the
products produced at the conclusion of each project, regular standards-based testing,
and finally a qualitative survey at the end of the year (Appendix B). PAST Foundation’s
research division worked with the teachers to design questions that would garner
information that provides actionable pathways for continued refinement of the hybrid
model and future responses to perceived constraints by students.
The results of the survey are summarized in Table 1,
illuminating what students from the 2015/2016
program found most helpful and those things they
struggled with as they transitioned from a traditional
instructional strategy of textbook/lecture to problem-

It was hard because I was
good at memorizing but
PBL expanded by comfort
zone.

based instructional strategies and from a single silo
content delivery to multiple contents and multiple
teachers. Some of the most revealing comments centered around “no longer being
able to hide in the class” and the rigor of problembased learning where “getting used to modifying my
work,” posed a real challenge to students (2016
Survey). Some comments revealed the habits that
students struggled to change, such as rote

I found myself doing extra
work and I felt good about
it.

memorization. On the other hand if we look at the
skills industry is looking for in today’s workforce, such as problem solving and
motivation then we also see through the survey responses that mastery of these skills
were some of the proudest accomplishments the students noted.
Although the students noted that it took getting used to speaking to a person on a
robot or computer they were not overly concerned with the use of technology. In truth,
it was more difficult for them to use computers to do research and upload assignments,
even though most of the schools in South Dakota have a 1:1 ratio of computers to
students in high school. This reveals that a lot of school work is still being done on
worksheets with paper and pencil, thus we are not preparing our students to use the
tools they will need in their careers or how to use them effectively and efficiently.

Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot
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Finally, a majority of
student recognized
the added
complexity of
looking at problems
from multiple
perspectives. For
some this meant that

Ques%ons

Student+Responses

n+=+29+responses
What+3+things+did+you+like+about+having+
mul%ple+teachers+in+your+classroom
Could&get&help&whenever&you&needed&it&and&
more&than&one&student&could&get&help

100%

Could&get&mul6ple&ideas&by&asking&each&teacher&
for&help.&&Each&teacher&had&a&diﬀerent&skill&that&
could&be&greatly&used&for&help.&&

76%

There&were&mul6ple&points&of&view&

59%

all of their work was
graded more closely,
in that all content
areas were examined
through an ELA lens
as well as a math,
science, and social
studies perspective.
Obviously this was a
new occurrence for
many of them. For
others, this new
complexity and
hands-on approach
challenged their

What+3+things+were+hard+to+get+used+to+about+
having+mul%ple+teachers+in+your+classroom
The&assignments&were&more&complex&with&
mul6ple&teachers.&&the&varia6on&of&assignments.&&

76%

Paying&a@en6on&to&mul6ple&opinions&and&asking&
mul6ple&teachers&ques6ons&for&a&single&class

45%

The&background&noise&can&be&a&li@le&
overwhelming&at&6mes&

38%

How+easy+or+diﬃcult+was+it+for+you+to+shiC+
from+a+textbookEbased+class+to+problemEbased+
class+and+why

Na%onally,+there’s+a+known+“wobble”+when+
teachers+and+students+change+from+textbookE
based+to+problemEbased+learning.++Do+your+
think+you’ve+passed+the+“wobble”+yet?++For+
example+is+there+a+unit+your+par%cularly+felt+
good+about?

Easy

Difficult

37.5%

62.5%

Yes

No

62%

38%

Table 1: Top results of student survey.

established status as
“A” students. Problem
solving required more and deeper thinking, which in some cases promoted other
students who historically were lower test scorers.
It is critically important that the greatest impact of the program relates to the students,
1

but there were collateral impacts that need to be noted. For instance, by posting the
daily classes on private YouTube, both students and their families could revisit what was
gone over in class. A number of students noted that this was a positive feature of the
Hybrid class. An equal number of parents brought up the YouTube feature in the parent
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teacher conferences as being very helpful in their interactions with their children and
understanding of what was being taught in class. As an evaluative feature, the
recordings provide a transparency for administrative evaluation that is rare in
education.
Another impact from Hybrid is the cost savings to schools. Although Burke declined to
award their students credit for all the content areas, the students successfully mastered
multiple contents in the single class. Thus, a single school or combination of schools
through Hybrid can provide a full class of students with all four core content through as
few as three teachers. Variations on the 2015/2016 hybrid pilot utilized pre-service
teachers, new service teachers and para professionals to physically manage the
classrooms while bringing in the core content from hybrid teachers in other classrooms.
In addition to the cost saving for districts in salaries there is often a cost savings in the
number of substitute teachers needed throughout the year. Recent studies show that
the average American teacher takes over seven days off per year over and above
holidays and other scheduled days off (Kronholz 2013). Although many rural schools
chose to not use substitutes and instead shuffle students around when a teacher is
absent, this is also alleviated with the Hybrid model. Students noted that there was
never a day when one of the teachers wasn’t present and they liked being able to
continue working on their projects instead of “meaningless worksheets.”
Finally, the opportunity to further refine the Hybrid model and create a roadmap for
training future teachers, is a very important outcome of the project. Both Jeff and Mary
Schneider leveraged the experience of creating a viable Hybrid model that can be
taken to scale and attained Master degrees in STEM Instruction from Dakota Wesleyan
University, while Heather Kellert is taking the experience into her doctoral work in
mathematics at the Ohio State University. The outcomes of this project will resonate as
Jeff and Mary join the faculty of South Dakota State University’s Education Department
and begin mentoring young pre-service teachers using the strategies and delivery
mechanisms developed through the Hybrid model. This alone will have a lasting
impact on South Dakota education.

Hybrid Teaching Model Pilot
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Recommendations
The Hybrid model developed in South Dakota is hailed as one of the most innovative
strategies on educational landscape, yet as Jan Rivkin noted in the Time to Reinvent
Business-Education Partnerships in America report of 2014, many successful strategies
are being developed around the nation but not replicated and modified to address the
growing needs of education.
The Hybrid model piloted in 2015/2016 has great potential and is highly versatile in
way it can be formed to address the specific needs of community. The following
recommendations are two fold;
1. Scale the pre-service program using the technology and strategies to prepare
young teachers to deliver rigorous and relevant content, and
2. Scale the Hybrid model across schools in rural locations by offering an incentive year
of support that partners K12 with Post Secondary and community partners as well as
provide to participating administrators and teachers the professional development
and support needed to make successful transitions and collect evidence that
informs the process.
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Appendix A: TPBL Integrated Curriculum for 2015/2016 Hybrid Pilot
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Appendix B: Survey Results from Hybrid Pilot 2015/2016
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6 the'diﬀerent'way'of'teaching'was'hard.''
It'wan’t'the'teachers'it'was'hard'gePng'
used'to,'it'was'the'way'of'teaching'that'
was'the'hard'part.''all'the'diﬀerent'
ways'to'do'things'made'some'things'
confusing'

2 Class'was'easier'having'3'teachers.''It'
makes'things'easy'to'co'op'without'
gePng'frustrated'about'only'one'
teacher

11 talking'loud'enough'to'be'heard.''
Hearing.''all'the'voices'talking'over'each'
other.''its'a'liCle'confusing'at'4mes'it'
can'be'a'liCle'overwhelming.''
Background'Noise

17 Mul4ple'points'of'view.''We'got'
diﬀerent'opinions'about'everything.''
There'were'three'answers'to'everything

7 having'teachers'from'another'town

13 paying'aCen4on'to'mul4ple'opinions.'' Easy
There'were'three'diﬀerent'answers'to'
ques4ons.''diﬀerent'opinions'on'topics.''
They'[teachers]'all'taught'diﬀerntly.''
talking'to'mul4ple'teachers.''asking'
mul4ple'teachers'ques4ons'for'a'single'
class

22 Teachers'knew'diﬀerent'stuﬀ.''I'could'get'
mul4ple'ideas'by'asking'each'teacher'for'
help.''Each'had'a'diﬀerent'skill'that'
could'be'greatly'used'for'help.''[3'
Teachers]'know'a'lot'more'than'just'one'
does.''It'was'diﬀerent'having'3'teachers'
in'one,'because'you'are'teaching'
diﬀerent'subjects'all'in'one,'but'it'
turned'out'okay

3 No'subs4tutes'who'didn’t'know'what'
was'going'on'in'class

Difficult
17 The'assignments'were'more'complex'
with'mul4ple'teachers.''the'varia4on'of'
assignments.''Each'teacher'had'a'
diﬀerent'idea'of'the'assignment.''
Making'sure'I'paid'aCen4on'during'
class'because'all'the'teachers'gave'
input'about'what'we'learned'during'
each'class.''chances'to'make'
assignments'more'complicated.''Class'
was'harder'with'more'than'one'teacher.''
They'[teachers]'taught'at'a'higher'level.''
It'was'hard'learning'everything'all'them'
were'teaching.''assignments'were'
graded'more'closely.''making'sure'I'
emailed'my'assignments'to'all'the'
teachers

What%3%things%were%hard%to%get%used%to%
about%having%mul5ple%teachers%in%your%
classroom

33 Could'get'help'whenever'needed.'Had'
help'all'the'4me.''More'than'one'
student'can'get'help'at'once

What%3%things%did%you%like%about%having%
mul5ple%teachers%in%your%classroom

1

In these responses several participants
noted it was difficult at first and then
got easier. In these instances a point
was given to each choice creating an
“n” of greater than 29

37.5% (12)

62.5% (20)

How%easy%or%diﬃcult%was%it%for%you%to%
shi=%from%a%textbook?based%class%to%
problem?based%class%and%why

No

Yes

38% (11)

62% (18)

Na5onally,%there’s%a%known%“wobble”%
when%teachers%and%students%change%from%
textbook?based%to%problem?based%
learning.%%Do%your%think%you’ve%passed%
the%“wobble”%yet?%%For%example%is%there%a%
unit%your%par5cularly%felt%good%about?

5 harder'to'sleep'during'class.''not'being'
able'to'do'stuﬀ'we'aren’t'suppose'to'
do.''I'like'one'teacher'because'it'is'
easier'to'hide.''there'were'always'a'lot'
of'eyes'watching'you.''I'forgot'some'
were'there
5 when'the'teachers'didn’t'have'the'plan'
and'gave'out'diﬀering'informa4on.''
undecided'expecta4ons'of'what'is'to'be'
done
3 facing'a'person'on'the'computer
3 using'the'computer'to'ﬁnd'informa4on'
was'hard.''gePng'use'to'using'the'
computer'more'than'a'book'and'
worksheet.''I'wasn’t'fond'of'doing'
online'work,'we'had'to'make'sure'we'
turned'them'in.'
2 too'much'info'at'once.''they'[teachers]'
went'a'liCle'too'fast
2 which'teacher'to'go'to'ﬁrst

1 If'I'missed'class'I'could'catch'up'with'the'
videos

1 They'can'cri4que'your'work'right'then'
and'there'over'the'computer

1 I'did'not'use'them'[teachers]'as'oSen'as'
I'should’ve'but'they'were'useful

1 One'thing'that'was'easy'is'no'gePng'
test

1 that'there'are'people'in'Ohio

1 the'[the'teachers]'had'fun'together
1 I'want'the'teacher'to'just'tell'me'the'
answer

What%3%things%were%hard%to%get%used%to%
about%having%mul5ple%teachers%in%your%
classroom

What%3%things%did%you%like%about%having%
mul5ple%teachers%in%your%classroom

2

How%easy%or%diﬃcult%was%it%for%you%to%
shi=%from%a%textbook?based%class%to%
problem?based%class%and%why

Na5onally,%there’s%a%known%“wobble”%
when%teachers%and%students%change%from%
textbook?based%to%problem?based%
learning.%%Do%your%think%you’ve%passed%
the%“wobble”%yet?%%For%example%is%there%a%
unit%your%par5cularly%felt%good%about?

unique variable of rural. equivalent in urban would be
teachers from suburbs who do not share same culture

having&teachers&from&another&town

1

when&the&teachers&didn’t&have&the&plan&and&gave&out&
diﬀering&informa3on.&&undecided&expecta3ons&of&what&
is&to&be&done

harder&to&sleep&during&class.&&not&being&able&to&do&stuﬀ&
we&aren’t&suppose&to&do.&&I&like&one&teacher&because&it&
is&easier&to&hide.&&there&were&always&a&lot&of&eyes&
watching&you.&&I&forgot&some&were&there

the&diﬀerent&way&of&teaching&was&hard.&&It&wan’t&the&
teachers&it&was&hard&geMng&used&to,&it&was&the&way&of&
teaching&that&was&the&hard&part.&&all&the&diﬀerent&ways&
to&do&things&made&some&things&confusing&

Learning to deal with surrounding environment;
reinforces use of videos

Recognized differing
modalities of learning
among teachers

Mul3ple&points&of&view.&&We&got&diﬀerent&opinions&about&
everything.&&There&were&three&answers&to&everything

talking&loud&enough&to&be&heard.&&Hearing.&&all&the&
voices&talking&over&each&other.&&its&a&li@le&confusing&at&
3mes&it&can&be&a&li@le&overwhelming.&&Background&
Noise

paying&a@en3on&to&mul3ple&opinions.&&There&were&
Recognizing one’s own modality of learning is not the
only way
three&diﬀerent&answers&to&ques3ons.&&diﬀerent&
opinions&on&topics.&&They&[teachers]&all&taught&
diﬀerntly.&&talking&to&mul3ple&teachers.&&asking&mul3ple&
teachers&ques3ons&for&a&single&class

Recognized breadth of
learning in TPBL

Lessons Learned

Teachers&knew&diﬀerent&stuﬀ.&&I&could&get&mul3ple&ideas&by&
asking&each&teacher&for&help.&&Each&had&a&diﬀerent&skill&that&
could&be&greatly&used&for&help.&&[3&Teachers]&know&a&lot&more&
than&just&one&does.&&It&was&diﬀerent&having&3&teachers&in&one,&
because&you&are&teaching&diﬀerent&subjects&all&in&one,&but&it&
turned&out&okay

What%3%things%were%hard%to%get%used%to%about%having%
mul5ple%teachers%in%your%classroom
Habit to overcome. Learning is segmented and dished
The&assignments&were&more&complex&with&mul3ple&
teachers.&&the&varia3on&of&assignments.&&Each&teacher& out in abstract chunks; reinforce how the chunks work
had&a&diﬀerent&idea&of&the&assignment.&&Making&sure&I& with each other
paid&a@en3on&during&class&because&all&the&teachers&
gave&input&about&what&we&learned&during&each&class.&&
chances&to&make&assignments&more&complicated.&&Class&
was&harder&with&more&than&one&teacher.&&They&
[teachers]&taught&at&a&higher&level.&&It&was&hard&learning&
everything&all&them&were&teaching.&&assignments&were&
graded&more&closely.&&making&sure&I&emailed&my&
assignments&to&all&the&teachers

Lessons Learned

Could&get&help&whenever&needed.&Had&help&all&the&3me.&&More& Recognized more 1:1
intervention
than&one&student&can&get&help&at&once

What%3%things%did%you%like%about%having%mul5ple%teachers%in%
your%classroom

